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ABSTRACT 
Islamic economics socialization in plural society explains that the Islamic economy which is 
believed to be the economic solution faced today is socialized in the historical context. There 
are two missing links in the history of economic thought, the great gap in the dark age and the 
link between thought in the West and the Islamic world. On the other hand, the Islamic 
Economy is also superior from its comprehensive, universal and non-discriminatory teachings 
view-point.  From the object view-point, considering that Indonesia is Muslim majority, the 
socialization of Islamic economics itself is relatively easier with religious sentiments approach. 
However, if it viewed based on the context of Indonesian-ness, the approach uses    33, 27 and 
34 of the 1945 Constitution, in order to be accepted by both Muslims and non-Muslims, besides 
the superiority of the Islamic economic concept itself that is rahmatanlilalamin. 
Keywords: Islamic Economics, Socialization, Plural Society.       
INTRODUCTION 
ore than a century of modern economics system (conventional system) serves the people 
necessityin their demand or satisfaction, it is require hard work to achieve a fairness of 
economics system. This necessary, because several economic theories proved unable to realize 
the global economy that fairness and civilized. In fact, there is the dichotomy between the 
individual interests, society and state, and inter-states relations. In addition, it is not able to 
resolve the problems of poverty and social inequality, not able to harmonizen the relations of 
inter-regional in a country, inter countries in the world. It is more critical with the overlooked of 
the preservation of natural resources (non-renewable resources), (Sarkaniputra, 2004; 6, 
Amalia, 2009; 93). Because of it, the modern of economists expert criticized the failure of the 
global economic system, some of them are conventional economists who understand the cultural 
context of Asia, Gunnar Myrdal (Sweden), Hla Myint (Burma/Myanmar), Amartya Sen (India), 
Amitai Etzioni. Include from Indonesia, such as Sukadji Ranuwihardjo, Rukmono Markam, 
Mubyarto and Sri Edi Swasono. While, the experts of Muslim economists not only give criticism 
but also try to make a breakthrough by building a new approach, a new discipline that can be said 
as Islamic economics. Later Islamic economics became increasingly developed discussion among 
social and economic scholar both Muslims and non-Muslims. Islamic economics is believed to 
be the right solution to overcome economic problems.  
This paper will explore how to socialize the Islamic economics which it believed to be 
as an economic solution to the plural Indonesian society. In this paper will discuss of 
understanding of Islamic economics, pluralism, and the socialization on plural society and 
finished with Islamic economics in Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution.  
M 
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THEORY OF ISLAMIC ECONOMICS  
Islamic economics is interpreted by the experts of Muslim economists with three possible 
meanings, those are; First, Islamic economics is economics that is based on the value or the 
ideology of Islam. Second, Islamic economics is a system and the third, the economy of the 
Muslims. System, a regulation that is organized the economic activity in a community or country 
based on a certain methods. In these are three areas; theory, economic systems and Muslims 
(activity) by Adiwarman Karim (Karim, 2003: 11-15) is a pillar or a basic principle that must 
work together in the enforcement of sharia in Islamic economics is done cumulatively.  
As the effort to reconstruction of Islamic economic theory by referring to Mohammad 
Anas Zarka opinion in his paper "Methodology of Islamic Economics" cited by M. Dawam 
Rahardjo that the categories or types of experts needed in Islamic economics consists of three, 
those are (Rahardjo, 1999:20) first, specialized knowledge who understand economics sharia, 
which is expected to contribute to the normative aspects in the area of Islamic economic system 
by find the principles of Islam in the economic field including to answer modern problems in 
the economic system. Second, specialization economics that recognize sharia is expected to 
perform a positive economic analysis of the operation of the economic system of Islam. Third, 
specialization categories who have expertise in the sector of Islamic sharia and economics 
(Haneef, 1995: 11). 
 In addition, problems in the contemporary economy and its applications require 
cooperation between the two disciplines and from the three components of the above categories 
together. For instance to create sharia banking products that can compete with the products of 
conventional banks. In addition, the Indonesian Muslims in general is not so familiar with 
Islamic economics which is interest free.  
While the definition of Islam economics was presented by economists Muslims variously 
appropriate from their perspective, including; Monzer Kahf (Kahf, 1978: 16, Amalia, 2009: 114-
115) defines that Islamic economics is part of the interdisciplinary of economics, in terms of 
economic studies Islam cannot stand-alone but needs a good mastery of the knowledges that serve 
as tools of analysis, such as mathematics, statistics, logic, usul fiqh.  
The definition of Islamic economics is also expressed by other experts of cotemporary 
Islamic economy, such as; Umer Chapra, Islamic economics is a branch of knowledge that can 
help realize peoples prosperity through an allocation and distribution of scarce natural resources 
are in accordance with maqasid, without restraining the freedom of individuals to create a balance 
of macro economic and ecology in sustainable, construct of family solidarity social and moral of 
society. Islamic economics by SM Hasanuzzaman is the knowledge and application of the 
ideology and sharia rules that prevent injustice in obtaining material resources so as to create 
human satisfaction and enabling them to follow the commands of Allah SWT and society. M. 
Nejatullah Siddiqi defines that, Islamic economics is the answer of Muslim scholar to the 
economic challenges in this period with the guidelines of the Qur'an and Sunnah, rationality and 
experience (Amin, 200 9: 16).  
Syed Nawab Haedar Naqvi version, Islamic economics is a behaviour of representative of 
the Muslims in a typical Muslim society. Not much different from other thinkers Muhammad 
Abdul Mannan, argues that Islamic economics as a social studies that analyze economic issues of 
society inspired by Islamic values. He said that Islamic economics is part of a complete life 
system, based on four real part of knowledge, those are the holy Al Qur'an, as-sunnnah, ijma 'and 
qiyas (Amin, 2009: 16-17). And M.M. Metwally (Metwally, 1995: 1) defines Islamic economics 
as the study of the behavior of Muslims in an Islamic society that follows the Qur'an, Sunnah, 
ijma and qiyas.  
From several definitions above, in generally Islamic economics is defined as a branch of 
study that attempts to view, analyze, and solve the problems of the economy with the islamic 
ways based on the Qur'an and Hadith. It means that Islamic economy will develop in accordance 
with the ere because it takes a role to answer the problems based on guided by the Qur'an and 
hadith.  
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PLURALISM  
The term Pluralism is derived from the plural and ism, plural means many (more than one), 
whereas the isme means doctrine. So pluralism is a doctrine or a theory which assumes that reality 
is consisting of many substances (Dahlan, 1994: 604).  
In the social study perspective, pluralism that necessitates the existence of diversity in 
society has two faces, consensus and conflict. consensus presupposes that people who have a 
background that is different it will survive because as the member of of group agreed on certain 
things as common rules that must be obeyed, while the conflict theory just looking the other way 
that people are different it will survive because of conflict. This theory does not deny the existence 
of harmony in society. Harmonies will not occured because of their collective agreement, but 
because of there is enforcement from strong group to the weak group (Sumbulah, 2010).  
Plurality is a sociological reality in which society is plural. Plural essentially shows more 
than one and isme is something related to ideology or doctrine. Thus pluralism is ideology or 
attitude toward a pluralistic situation or in many aspects such as social, cultural, political and 
religious.  
Religious pluralism can be understood in three points of view. First, the social that all 
religions are entitled to exist means that all religious communities learn to be tolerant, and 
respectfull of the faith or belief of any believer. Second, ethics or morals means that all religious 
to look that moral or ethics of each religion is legal andnot absolut if religious people in 
community follow fanatically the ideology of religious pluralism, then encouraged not to judge 
other faiths. Third, phyosophist theology thatis religions essentially similar, equally true and 
equally rescue means that all religions belief in one god. Thus, the meaning of religious pluralism 
is an understanding that all religions have the existence of life coexist, cooperate and interact 
between one religion with another religions. Also called an attitude of recognizing, concede, 
respecting, maintaining a plural circumstances in ethnic or religion.  
In a plural society characterized by the presence of mutual differences and diversity, 
freedom of religion or belief can be defined include two categories as follows: firstly, freedom of 
religion: the differences and diversity of religions living together and coexist included in the 
definition of religious freedom. These religions are permitted to be embraced and freely believed 
by every individual who chooses them to be the guides of life. And the Second is, freedom of 
belief is a term that refers to the way of lifenor non-religious or secular positions covered by the 
freedom of belief (Baidhawi, 2006: 3).  
As a plural and multicultural nation, as a Muslim is not enough to see only the problems of 
life from an individual and theological perspective. The life of diverse ethnic, religious and ethnic 
communities will experience harmony and peace if each individual values any other entity. The 
respectfull process can bereal so that make diversity are believed not to the occurrence of mark 
of the truth claims of others and then culminate in his efforts to right one self (Wasid, 2010: 116).  
In culturally diverse societies, tribes and religions the necessity of suggest equality together 
is a necessity rather than always look for the difference. With this it is effectively  to make the 
cultural values and religion placed in a position as a motivation for building a plurality and 
multicultural that is an asset (Wasid, 2010: 116).  
SOCIALIZATION OF ISLAMIC ECONOMICS: MISSING LINK IN HISTORY 
Josep Schumpeter a European scholar in his History of Economic analysis said that the 
great gap in the history of economic thought for more than five hundred years is the period known 
as the dark ages by the Western. In that darkness the conditions of the Western were in a backward 
situation, where there was not a glorious intellectual achievement, including in economic thought. 
Similarly, in most reference history of economic thought, for instance, Siegel considers during 
the dark ages there is no work product of thinking about the economy. Siegel indeed opened the 
history of the economic thought of the Bible (1 AD) and the Yunan thinkers (SM), after that more 
than a thousand years directly on the thinking of the Scolastic period, especially the work of St. 
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Thomas Aguinas (13th century). In the ensuing period, the 16th-18th century AD, history records 
the economic practices of the Merkantilis and the Phsiokrat economic thought. There are periods 
of stagnation between very long time in the history of economic thought, before then expanded 
rapidly after the birth of The Wealth of Nations in 1776 (P3EI UII Yogyakarta, 2008: 119).  
Actually, during the dark age exactly is the magnificence and glory period in the Islamic 
world, in this period Daulat Umayyads and Abbasids, Islam expanded rapidly to Spain by Thariq 
ibn Ziyad. In those days there were many glorious works in various area of knowledge, including 
economics, create by Muslim scholars. Moreover the thought of these Muslim scholars influenced 
much of Western scholars thought, including their economic thinking. This matter is trying to 
cover up by the Western and they concealed because the Islamic economic ideas at this time are 
then stolen by many Western economists and they bring it to their country, they study and then 
they develop. So there are two missing links in the history of economic thought, the great gap 
during the dark age and the link between thinking in the Western and the Islamic world. (P3EI 
UII Yogyakarta, 2008: 119-120)  
THE ADVANTAGE OF THIS CONCEPT 
Islam as a religion rahmatan lil alamin described in Qur’an Surat al-Anbiya: 107. “We 
sent thee not, but as a Mercy for all creatures”. It means Islam, a religion devoted to the whole 
universe and its contents. Islam means destined for all humanity, not just for a certain group and 
not only according to the religion of Islam itself. Islamis universal because of the provisions of 
Islam (Islamic principles) applies is not limited to a particular time and place, meaning that the 
Islamic provisions apply whenever along the period and applies worldwide. Islam also prohibits 
discrimination, no distinction between Muslims and non-Muslim man in economic activity, 
Islam is comprehensive, teachings encompass all dimensions or aspects of human life both 
ritual (mahdah) and social (muamalah), material and moral, economic, political, legal, cultural, 
national and international. 
In the economic aspect, Islamic concepts are very concentrated on the advantages of 
humanity and principal humanity, those are the achievement of good and prosperity. Abu Zahrah 
stated there are three main objectives of Islamic lawderived as a mercyfor all mankind, such as; 
first,purification of the soul so that every Muslim can be a source of good for society and the 
environment, secondly,the fairness in society, thirdly, to achieve the welfare for people and the 
society. While the benefit of Islam known as the five key principles (dharrruriyatul khamsah), 
those are: 1) the benefit of religion (al-din), 2) the benefit of the soul (al-nafs), 3) the benefit 
of intellect (al-aql), 4) the benefit of the family and descent (al-nasl) and 5) the benefit of the 
property (al-mal).These five principles are universal and is also in line with the principles ofthe 
various religions and human rights universally (Nasution, 2007: 62-63)  
Many discussion on Islamic economics both among the ummah although among non-
Muslims, has never been a significant rebuttal about the overall concept of Islamic economics. 
More scientific works both in writing and others that discuss Islamic economics along with 
conferences and seminars both local and international prove that more people who are interested 
and believe the concept of Islamic economics is an alternative solution to the economic problems 
that.  
CONSIDERATION OF RELIGIOUS BELIEFS 
Muslims is the majority population of Indonesia. Indonesia is the fourth largest country in 
the world with a population of more than 248 million people. (Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS), 
2015). The majority of Indonesians are registered as Muslims in 2005, 88.8%. Based on this data, 
Indonesia became the largest Muslim country in the world. In the reality, this is potency and 
opportunities that must be take the advantages properly. This strength is the main pillar and 
portification in upholding of sharia economy in anywhere. People of Islam became themost 
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dominant stake holders, as the major source of funding and also the most expected to be helpful 
in this system program. 
Because this opportunity can be used as a prospective aspect as an object of Islamic 
economic development and as the market share and in the next stage the capacity of the Muslim 
population is not only a market object but also as an object of economic Islamization so can make 
more people who have awareness about Islamic economics increasingly many people to support 
the application of Islamic economic practices such as being a bank customer of sharia.  
While the problems faced in the Islamic economics socialization as follows (Amin, 2008: 
164); the first is, watchisme problem.The culture of adherent watchisme principle that only likes 
to talk, criticize without going to engage directly with the object observed to be more objective 
and constructive nature. Interest of all the people to the discussion of Islamic economics in the 
form of studies, research, criticism, observation and various discussion forums is a positive thing. 
However, unfortunately many stake holders involved in the various forums and activities, only 
concerned as an observer, critic and establish various institutions observation economics and 
Islamic banking like of sharia economics and banking watch, only criticize the products and 
the performance of economic institutions sharia. 
While at the implementation level is still involved with the ribawi interest infact including 
the institutions whose still do not use sharia account. This is a counter-productive irony. Should 
be the steps involved in developing a more concrete for all elements of the community at large 
is to every Muslim to be businessmen sharia, because it is fard 'ainf or every Muslim to follow 
the sharia in all aspects of life including the economic activities as to transact sharia and avoid 
usury and interest. Becoming a sharia businessman connotation is not only a sharia business 
entrepreneur, but also to become a sharia business users and partners as well as being a sharia 
businessman as a customer of sharia bank.  
Secondly, the problem is deficit of studies on Islamic economic system, lack of spirit of 
inquiry. The issue that became one of the obstacles in the development of Islamic economics in 
Indonesia is lack of spirit for doing research or investigations in the many aspects of economics 
is made of books and writings on Islamic economics to be referenced is still very minimal. Syed 
Hussein Alatas referring to the statement of the spiritus rectorof Islamic modernism Jamaluddin 
al-Afgani (Ismail, 2001: 284) considers lack of the intellectual spirit become one of the most 
important factors made deterioration of Islam. In fact, it is exacerbated by the lack of spirit to 
doing researches, the lack sense of love to find knowledge and respect for science studies and 
rational studies is not developed very well.  
A misperception of the Islamic economic system probably it cause of the scarcity of study 
of the Islamic economic system in Indonesia. This misperception occurs because most Indonesian 
Islamic economist experts generally get educated about the economic problems of Western 
concepts and not at all about the concept of Islam in economic matters. De-Islamization and brain 
washing that has lasted for centuries, make the framework majority of Muslim scholars become 
apriori and prejudice against the economic concepts that are not develop fromthe Western, 
borrow a terms by Swasono (Swasono, 2011: 26) hegemony academic. Make each concept 
derived and developed not from the Western is seen weird, including economic conception 
which come fromthe holy Al-Qur'an and Hadith (Perwataatmadja, 1996: 53). Qureshi asserted 
as quoted by Dawam Rahardjo that Islamic financial institutions have borrowed many secular 
Western models (Rahardjo, 1999: 31).    
So the Islamic economic system as a study system is actually scientific and neutral from 
religious sentiments. Assessing Islamic economics and then applying it cannot be interpreted as 
a step toward establishing an Islamic state, but objectively studying which systems are appropriate 
to the situation and conditions in a country that will be able to contribute great thoughts and 
benefits not only to Muslims but also to all components (Perwataatmadja, 1996: 5 4-55) because 
Islam is present as rahmatan li al-'alamin. 
The third is about symbolism. (al-Qardawi, 2001: 9) Indonesian people, especially 
Muslims both from the general public are often trapped in symbolism and forgotten aspects of 
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the substance of the ideology of Islam itself teaches istiqomah (consistency) in utterance, 
recognition and a comprehensive daily actions (kaffah). And instead of making religious 
symbols just a slogan campaign, promotion, and formal symbolic recognition for socio-economic 
and political interests. In fact, this  demands fulfillment aspects of sharia (shari'a complance) 
which it to be worried. 
Compliance with the provisions of sharia are required to be executed included in the 
economic aspect comprehensively (kaffah) therefore involvement with Islamic economics 
oappeared from the belief or ideology that will defeat all pragmatic considerations, so that a 
tremendous potential for the development of Islamic economics including Islamic monetary 
management. Likewise, policy makers, practitioners of Islamic economics and business people 
are generally required to be consistent with sharia principles in business and society in general 
are also required to be consequent in their economic behavior. So there is no negative stigma with 
the various allegations against the concept of Islamic economics, toward Islamic financial 
institutions as selling the name of sharia for the business interests.  
The fourth, less of human resources problem. Human resources in Islamic economic 
practice in the world of sharia banking and in the world of education is still not good in quality 
and quantity.  
ISLAMIC ECONOMICS, PANCASILA AND THE 1945 CONSTITUTION: 
SOCIALIZATION APPROACH 
Basic constitution of national economic in Indonesia is the 1945 Constitution. Therefore, 
when discuss in the context of Indonesian-ness, the basis in Islamic economics is the application 
of the Constitution 1945. Specifically doctrine of nationalism and populist doctrine contained in 
Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution, article 34 and article 27 of Compilation this chapter became 
the fortress of economic nationalism and the importance of the life of all Indonesians. This is 
important to discuss because it talks about the economy in the context of Indonesianness.  
For Muslims it is not difficult to describe in widely and complitely the economically 
developed democracy based on Pancasila because the benchmark of Pancasila and the 1945 
Constitution itself is derived from the teachings of Islam which the holy Al-Qur’an and Hadith. 
Pancasila excavated from the cultural valuables of the nation clearly having nuances Islam 
because most of the citizenare Muslim and all the provisions of the Act of 1945 which control 
and organizeof social and the nation's economy is also not deviate from the teachings of Islam. 
For example, chapter 34: "The poor and abandoned children reared by the State". In Islam 
ordered to maintain the poor and abandoned children is set in the Qur'an more than 21 surah and 
50 verses, one in Surat al-Ma'un [107]: 1-7. Likewise with other chapters. 
 It concluded that theactual Islamic economics by Sri Edi Swasono, harmony with 
Pancasila economy and compatible even though do not fully substitutable, for the Islamic 
economy should be not reduced to concentrate on building the Islamic financial institutions 
such as Islamic banks. Islamic economics should be able to wardwide spread economic 
exploitatory, which sustain and inequality economic, which let the trade off systemically for 
the poor, subordinate and discriminatory, which allowed the development of laissez faire in the 
many aspect without pay attention for deconstruction and restructuring of the economic system 
of this usurious. (Swasono, 2012; 24).For That requires Muslim economists who dominate 
conventional and contemporary economics, improvised and capable to bring the sharia economics 
to achieved the fairness and benefit for the people in the world in order to achieve prosperity in 
the world and in the hereafter, Falah. 
CONCLUSION 
Islamic Economics is believed to be an economic solution facing today are socialized in a 
historical context, there are two missing link in the history of economic thought, the great gap 
during the dark age and the link between thinking in the West and the Islamic world, in fact dark 
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age it is the glories era in the Islamic world. On the other hand, Islamic Economics also excellent 
comprehensively, universal and non-discrimination from the ideology and teaching. From the 
side of the object, Indonesia as a Muslim majority the economic socialization of Islam itself is 
relatively easy by approach religious sentiments while if in the context of Indonesian-ness 
approach to chapter 33, 27 and 34 1945, in order to be accepted by the community both Muslims 
and non-Muslims, in addition with have the advantages or benefits of the concept of Islamic 
economics itself is rahmatan lil alamin. 
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